
MEMORANDUM
From The Great Reset of Society to My Reset of the Social 
Contract

–
THE GREAT RESET

An announced crisis. Declared war against an invisible enemy. 

Then the announcement of no-return-to-normal. Ever. 

The Last Great Reset
Did this happen before? And if so, what can we learn from it?

This below simplification of past events (with several accepted 

official narratives not needed to be questioned in this context) 

could be useful to understand today's events:

1666 (MDCLXVI) was a common year starting on Friday of the 
Gregorian calendar and a common year starting on Monday of the 

Julian calendar, the 1666th year of the Common Era (CE) and Anno 

Domini (AD) designations, the 666th year of the 2nd millennium, 

the 66th year of the 17th century, and the 7th year of the 1660s 

decade. 

It was the final year of The Great Plague of London where an 
estimated 100,000 people — almost a quarter of London's 

population — was killed in just 18 months. People wore masks, 

were quarantined and prohibited from travel. People had their 

freedoms removed, and they were subserviently obeying 

authorities, or they would face the consequences. Such 

restrictive measures were also taken across Dutch nations and 

the city of Hamburg at the time. 

This plague became known as the 'Great Plague' mainly because it 



was the most severe outbreak in England since the 350-400 year 

earlier Second Pandemic. Now we are at another 350-400 years, 

and should according to history books expect the next plague to 

reset society.

Come 2-5 September: The Great City of London Fire, destroying 
more than 13,000 buildings (including Old St Paul's Cathedral), 

but only six people are known to have died, while at least 

80,000 are left destitute and homeless. Samuel Pepys, an English 

diarist and naval administrator, describes the 'aftermath' of 

the Great Fire of London with the city in ruins. 

On 6 September, 'The Cestui que Vie Act 1666' is passed behind 
closed doors in the Parliament of England, which still stands 

today. The disposal of dead bodies and the clean-up of rightful 

ownership of all things in the city was used as legitimacy for a 

full 'reset' of social contract and transfer of ownership to the 

state pending on people coming forward to claim it.

This Plague and its finale Great City of London Fire constituted 

the birth of today's known Legal System under BAR (British 

Accreditation Registry) management across all commonwealth 

nations (Anglo-American) and in practice also the rest of the 

world via its precedence for systems of law passed and adhered 

to in nations across the world, such as the Unidroit unification 

of Private Law and the Uniform Commercial Code of 6.2 million 

codes to rule all things in commerce. Statutory Law and the 

statutes, acts, rules, and regulations (not laws, but State 

codes to rule) are instituted across the Kingdom and onward 

across all lands of the world.

Now, 350-400 years after, we find ourselves subjects to another 

unilateral Great Reset, from the onset of a pandemic and under 

the threat of breakdown (if you will: 'burn down') of society. A 



Reset in this context thus means a change of every aspect of the 

keystones that make up the fabric of society and its constituent 

parts. Also the very meaning of what it means to live in that 

society. 

It is in this context we could choose to view current events and 

claims made by governments and declared as well as self-declared 

authority powers.

See footnotes (i)-(vi) below for reference.

Today's Promulgated Global Transformation
From the Davos Agenda conference, and in a bestselling book 

calling on all world leaders, the founder and Chairman of the 

World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, states that we should see 

the world as 'Before the Coronavirus = B.C.' and 'After the 

Coronavirus = A.C.' and use this opportunity to embrace big 

change. 'COVID-19: The Great Reset' is coined and readily 

proclaimed by (almost) every nation State and echoed by millions 

of corporations and Non-Governmental-Organisations (NGOs). Build 

Back Better, The New Normal are presented as faît-accomplis 

(foregone conclusions) to transform the world and change 

society. 

We learn that Schwab's 'World Economic Forum' has taken on a 

leading role in this change. And repeatedly are told by 

Presidents and Prime Ministers, and global corporation leaders 

that the very nature and freedoms of being a human in society 

will change (footnotes 1-17). And there is little we can do 

about it.

We are told this Great Reset, this global transformation, will 

be based on Stakeholder Capitalism. It will give rise to the 

return of 'big' (global) government. Institute a geopolitical 



reset. An environmental reset. Lockdowns and restriction of 

movement. A global technological reset with accelerated digital 

transformation of personal identity, law, commerce, and finance. 

It requires contact tracing, contact tracking, and surveillance. 

It will trigger an industry reset. Manage population behavioural 

changes. change priorities of all stakeholders; and brings to a 

conclusion on behalf of the world and as reiterated by every 

government (up to 190 of the 194 Member governments of the UN as 

well as the City States of Washington DC and the Vatican) of 

building back better as a new normal and ultimately an entirely 

changed society and power structure. After two years of the 

COVID-19 plan, a guide to explain and narrate why this is needed 

and should be instituted across the world without the 

involvement of any of its peoples' was issued on 28 December 

2021: 'The Great Narrative (The Great Reset)'. 

We are told repeatedly that this global change is a reset of 

what it means to be an individual. It redefines our humanness. 

And it changes definitions of and acquiescence to new moral 

relativism choices. 

In short, for us: It will change The Social Contract, what it 
means to be human. Every day. For the rest of our lives and 

those of our decendants.

See footnotes 1-17 below for references.

The Great Resetters
Such plan is evidently of such magnitude and complexity that 

implementation is a global and multi-organisation effort even at 

its initiation and change management level. World Economic Forum 
(WEF), as one example of a central coordinator, takes a 
comprehensive approach and role via its 'The Davos Agenda' 

conference of world leaders; its 'Strategic Intelligence' of 250 



areas of implementation and its Artificial Intelligence aided 

inter-relations for the local and central roll-out of the plan, 

more detailed as protected via paid membership access; its 

forums and networks of 'Young Global Leaders' and 'Global 

Shapers' and its activities with several hundred partners across 

all industries. 

Se footnotes 37-43 below for references.

Is There Much We Can Do About It?
A collapse in lang-standing democratic processes of Nation 

States are evidenced by the submit to supranational Emergency 

Protocols of treaty organisations, as exemplified below:

The World Health Organization has instituted its supranational 
authority and governance on its member states as provisioned by 

the Member states ratification of the 1946 CONSTITUTION OF THE 

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION as of its latest update of 2006 where 

it as a special charter organisation within the terms of UNITED 

NATIONS Article 57 exercise its unilateral powers over each 

Member State, and takes Executive Powers over same States as 

provisioned by its constitution.

WHO answers only to the United Nations (as legitimate authority 

of operation) and upon being challenged to the United Nations' 

principal judicial organ the 'International Court of 

Justice' (as legitimate authority of justice). Member States 

answer to the WHO and the UN under their supranational charters 

and constitutions as ratified by Member States. These charters 

and constitutions legitimises supranational control of nation 

states and a unilateral relationship whereby WHO can issue 

ordinances to Member States. Such control is particularly 

evident (yet not limited to) when WHO declares a crisis and 



institutes all its powers at once, bringing Member States to 

action and to report on progress. 

Se footnotes 18-36 below for references.

Public and Privates in Consorted Efforts
World Economic Forum and the United Nations have aligned plans 

around the Sustainable Development Goals, an 'Agenda 2030 plan 

under the United Nations' as a roadmap to a transformed society 

with a transformed power structure. These two organisations 

entered into a proclaimed partnership to accelerate the 

implementation of the UN Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development 

on 13 June 2019. The 'UN Agenda 2030 Declaration: Transforming 

our World' aligns the missions and desired outcomes of these two 

organisations. 

See footnotes 44-45 below for references.

–
THE GRAND OUTCOMES

We learn that Nation States, United Nations, World Health 

Organization, and World Economic Forum praise the one big 

government approach to tackle our crisis and use this 

opportunity to build back better for a new normal. China is 

praised as a prime example, now with Artificial Intelligence 

managing each minute part of citizens lives. 

We learn from the suggested implementation plans under 

legitimacy of 'for the common and grater good' we need to accept 

solutions that can limits our freedoms for the benefit of the 

planet. 

From hundreds of research and pilot projects across law, 



biology, medicine, finance, commerce, environment, property, 

energy, and natural resources - as well as already launched 

regional solutions (like India's Adhar Digital Biometric ID for 

1 billion people) - we learn of the planned offerings and its 

consequences to every man and woman and child, each presented 

with a take-it-or-leave-it (read: leave society) assent to every 

offer. Everything turns 'contract', yet with no means of 

recource. 

As people experience no meaningful way to contact nor influence 

law-makers, authorities, and law enforcers in these important 

matters, questions about Agency are raised across society. Such 

questions include, yet are not limited to: 

Question of Identity

Natural Person (the real flesh and blood you) has for centuries 

in relation to government and commerce been governed via the 

Natural Person's Paper Legal ID (the artificial paper ID you) 

via a voluntary identification and participation of the Natural 

Person in society. The Great Reset is now issuing Digital 

Identities with Biometric identifiers in a take-it-or-leave-

society offer. Can and will the authorities or their legal or 

technological representatives forward practice involuntary 

unilateral identification and processing of Natural Person via 

their Legal Person licensed digital ID? Can and will the Person 

become the Digital Legal Person ID for all purposes of society 

interaction? Can and will such Digital Persons (twins) be 

programmable and their relations with society also be 

programmable? Can and will authorities or A.I. artificial 

intelligence (A.I.) algorithms govern society and all its 

Digital Persons?

Question of Law

With Digital Identities, can and will law turn unilateral and 



relativist? Can and will a law for you mean a law for me 

(equity)? Or can and will any desired behaviour be promoted and 

rewarded? And can and will unwanted behaviour be punished? By 

authorities via an A.I. algorithm? 

Question of Social Credit Score

Can and will surveillance be implemented at a global or regional 

level to facilitate an A.I. algorithm to directly manage all 

aspects of people's lives under legitimacy 'for the common 

good'?

Question of Rights

Can and will inalienable rights from being born no longer 

matter, as all Persons, living and dead (Legal entities) can and 

will only be dealt with in their Digital Legal Person ID in the 

digital realm society? Can and will benefits and privileges no 

longer be offered by State in return for contract between 

parents and their State for transfer of their offspring Legal 

Identities and Legal Persons to the ward under State? Can and 

will they instead be unilaterally ordered as part of the Digital 

Legal Person ID? Can and will Natural Persons no longer find 

freedom nor independence in society by claiming sovereignty as 

proclaimed remedy under the Ceste Que Vie Trust and Act of 1666 

with resulting self-sovereign identity and establishment of 

universal natural person rights? Can and will 'rights' be 

authorities discretionary at any time? Can and will 'rights' be 

enforced in binary (on/off of identity and access) or relative 

(more if so; less if so) with digital (immediate) means?

Question of License

Can and will licenses be turned unilateral and programmable? Can 

and will A.I. algorithms surveil, detect, judge, and alter any 

part of any license Digital Legal IDs have been awarded or 

agreed to? With no delay (automated)?



Question of Terms & Conditions

Can and will the terms and conditions of any license at any time 

- as deemed preferential for a programmed or decided purpose - 

be changed at any time?

Question of Benefits and Privileges

Can and will any benefits and privileges formerly offered by 

allegiance to a State instead now be up to global or regional 

authorities? Can and will such benefits and Privileges be 

programmable and only have positive effects on and for 

subservient Digital Legal ID Persons?

Question of Currency

Can and will authorities' currency(-ies) become Digital and 

infinitely traceable and programmable and managed on a one-to-

one basis (from authority/issuer to Digital Legal ID)? Can and 

will any unregulated currency be banned and impossible to 

convert into authorities' currencies? Can and will the only 

access to funds and transfers be limited to one Digital Legal 

Person ID as backed by biometrics? 

Question of Economy

Can and will participation in the economy – to buy, sell, trade 

– become impossible outside the authorities currencies accessed 

with the Digital Legal Person ID? Can and will eventually all 

transactions run via one blockchain per Digital Legal Person ID 

(individuals; also as representatives of other Legal Identities, 

eg companies)?

Question of Tax

Can and will tax be programmable and calculated via revenue or 

direct on spend (when you buy something) based on (a) the social 

credit score you have and (b) the true 'resource cost to the 



planet' calculated along the entire value chain? 

Question of Property

Can and will private property be abolished in the name of 'the 

common good' and 'save the planet?' Can and will every deed 

(proof of ownership) be non-fungible and digital and under the 

management of an A.I. algorithm?

Question of Recourse and Remedy

Can and will corrective action be entirely up to an A.I. 

algorithms as it calculates the cost/benefit of a Digital Legal 

Person ID's remedy of claim? Can and will corrective action 

between any Natural Persons become a matter of an A.I. 

prosecutor or Mediator? Can and will we see Digital Law 

Enforcement?

Question of Privacy

Can and will the Digital Legal Person ID and Digital Law and 

Digital Tax and Digital Currency and Digital Law Enforcement 

require a 24/7/365 surveillance of all aspects of life for each 

living being via its Digital Twin (ID)? Under the legitimacy of 

'necessity for fair judgement'?

The Main Question

Can and will we soon see a centralised government undertaking an 

A.I. governance technocracy? And if so, is every living being by 

default a chattel and slave of such? Will life be lived under 

the thumb of a one world ruler controlling the necessary 

technological means? Or are there any discretionary means for 

living beings to design and live a life on on their own terms? 

Can and will it be different after accepting the Digital Legal 

Person ID (when Digital Law is applied) as opposed to before 

(when Paper ID still applies)? 



Even questions without answers can conclude: If we say nothing, 

if we do nothing, we know something: The future is made in 

another's image and for us to accept or face the consequences of 

rejection from society. We may additionally induce that after we 

accept the Digital Legal Person ID, or even after most others 

do, we have even less agency. We may need to act before this 

window closes.

–
THE DEFAULT HUMAN

We can and should learn from history. 

The Cestui Que Vie Act 1666 instituted a precedence for States 

to, by default, declare its people as no rights holders under 

ward of the State with explicit benefits and privileges under 

licenses that people apply for under terms and conditions of the 

State. 

Subtitle of the Act reads: 'An Act for Redresse of 

Inconveniencies by want of Proofe of the Deceases of Persons 

beyond the Seas or absenting themselves, upon whose Lives 

Estates doe depend.'

This Act thus legitimises the entry into a unilateral default 

contract with the State via signature (sign-of-nature) by 

parents for their offspring (at offspring's birth or later) to 

allow this Statutory Legal system to securitise and regulate 

people and their property (now all owned by the State). 

Men and women in any State is thus placed under the ward of the 

State if not explicitly coming forward to claim status as living 

and establish their 'born as living on the land' rights (as the 

'lost at sea' is the legitimacy of the Act). This is done by the 



1666 split of the Real Person from the Legal Person. A Real 

Person (aka Naturalised Person or living sentient being) is a 

living organism capable of reason and responsibility (for which 

a contract is in effect to ward and own). A Legal Person is a 

fiction construct of Legal Statute to find the Status of a Legal 

Person to be ruled via Statutory Acts, Rules, and Regulations. A 

person under ward of State has of course no standing as a Real 

Person in this Legal System. Only by presenting the Real Person 

in its Legal Person role (driver, board director, title holder, 

etc) can the Legal System deal with this 'person'.

The default position of any man or woman in society is thus ONLY 

in the State system a Legal ID/Status entity. This can be 

checked by trying to show up at any government license 

administration and claim you are you without making the case for 

a Legal ID issued by Government connected to a Legal Person/

Status for which you need to connect this Legal ID. An example: 

Try getting a drivers license without saying you are a licensed 

Driver and showing the Driver name in a Government Issued ID to 

be mirrored on a Driver's License. Try to claim any benefit 

without the Legal Status connected to your Legal ID. Example: 

Try to get government benefits for children under your ward 

without either Legal Title (status) of Parent, Guardian, Ward. 

In the Legal System it does not matter who you are, it matters 

what is your Legal Person and who are you to take responsibility 

and liability for that Legal ID under the terms and conditions 

of the License in question.

We don't own our Legal IDs nor, the for us relevant, Legal 

Status Persons. We don't own the PARENT. We don't own the 

DRIVER. We don't own the EMPLOYER. We don't own the EMPLOYEE. We 

don't own the BANK ACCOUNT NAME, we don't own any LEGAL PERSON 

for which a certain status require a LICENSE. Hint: all Legal 

Persons require a License. It may not be evident, but 



nevertheless a Legal fact: Any 'right you can lose', any status 

in society you can lose, requires and is administered under a 

license. You can lose the Parent (License), the Driver 

(License), the House Owner (License), the Car Owner (License), 

and so on.

To lock people into even new contracts with license 

relationships, new Legal Status names with connected terms and 

conditions are made on an industrial scale. The VOTER, the TAX 

PAYER, the HOUSEHOLDER, the OCCUPANT, the DIGITAL ID holder, 

etc. 

Now, the ultimate LEGAL ID is offered us in multiple ways: 

Accept a Digital Passport; accept a Digital Bank ID; etc. 

The Digital ID is a 'Legal lock-in': Your Legal Status as 

'presumed dead, lost at/beyond sea' can never come back and 

claim to be living. 

–
My Great (window of) Opportunity

Each one of us have the choice of position in society at any 

given time. We can decide to side with the social contract, or 

not. We can decide on an underdog position. Or we can decide on 

a position of authority.

Majority
In a majority position, one sides with the social contract 

requiring one's subservience and compliance. One puts hope in 

the society process of monopolised authority. And reaps the 

benefits and privileges under awarded licenses that come under 

terms and conditions as unilaterally decided by a ruler. Life 

flows seemingly easy for one in a majority position, yet always 



under the thumb of a ruler or under potential tyranny of 

majority. 

Minority
In a minority position, one protests or organises to change the 

monopolised authority and/or the prevailing majority view. One 

puts trust in the benevolence and consideration of the ruler 

class as supported by majority. Life in this underdog position 

may seem meaningful as a common adversary is identified and can 

unify action, yet still at the complete discretion of ruler 

supported by majority to consider relevant and actionable. 

Authority
In an authority position, one establishes the right of freedom 

under universal, immutable, binding laws no man nor woman can 

escape the effects of. In this position, majority position and 

minority position, even the position of a ruler, lends no 

relevance to one's own position. One is free to decide what to 

include and what to reject in one's life. This position is thus 

sovereign to any other position. An authority position may be 

challenged, but is by evidence (no one own's another's mind nor 

their conscience and convictions) in line with Natural Law and 

the very foundation underpinning all laws in society. From a 

position of authority, one is free to associate and conduct 

lawful activity. The prerequisite is to establish one's Natural 

Rights and stand under Natural Law. Any violation by another, 

would breach the very foundation of other claimed sovereigns (eg 

pope, king, queen). Authority position thus equals the position 

of monarchs.

Call to Action
Can and will it bee too late to have any say in the way we can 

and will interact with society? If the Digital Legal Person ID 

is the only way society interacts with any Natural Person? Can 



we stand in Authority? What will it require? 

Under Ward
If one is presumed dead, lost at sea, one cannot be alive nor 

take responsibility for neither yourself nor another. One has no 

own property to ward nor use in the private nor in commerce. 

This is one's default Status in the State Legal System. And soon 

it is digitised and unilaterally identified via biometrics 

(face, iris, finger, dna markers, and some suggest: also via 

voice and body and brain frequencies).

No Life
Wherever you go you are still presumed dead, lost at sea, in the 

eye of the State (and any A.I.) and its systems (legal or 

technical). All IDs, status, and licenses you have are owned by 

the State to keep in Trust for you upon your living return. 

Anyone (also you) can enter into contract to take responsibility 

for a dead entity. But as such, State and its Statutory Legal 

System is blind to you. It only sees the Legal Person and calls 

on any living thing to vouch for it. Any administration is on 

the Legal ID, Legal Person, Legal Status. 

Digital is Forever
Thus, any claims you make of rights or freedoms or independence 

need to be 're-presented' in the same system via an approved 

Legal Person ID. And be accepted via same system code or rule. 

When this turns Digital, there is no means of such claim of 

status. Once one accepts the Digital Legal Person ID, one is 

unilaterally offered and ruled as a presumed dead, lost at sea. 

The Time to Act is Now
Unless one acts before the close of the Paper Law window where 

Parer is both Law, Currency, Identity, and means of Remedy - one 

will forever be lost at sea. The time is now, while paper still 



works as means of contract, proclamation, and notice - to claim 

one's life and properties and property as a self-sovereign 

identity established by a living being stepping forward. It is 

the only way to stand in Authority. And only way to claim and 

stand by rights of freedom and independence as a living being. 

One that does not establish rights has none
To declare one's status as living and free, does not reject the 

participation in a prosperous future for those with Digital 

Legal Identities, it merely establishes the right to participate 

in such digital realm at own discretion and under own terms and 

conditions. And it establishes the legitimate right to conduct 

own dealings as a Private in association with anyone in the 

Private domain. Any one that does not claim and proclaim the 

right to do so, has no other option that to opt in or be revoked 

from society. 

As background for My Reset as a desired empowered approach and 

alternative to the offered unilateral Great Reset social 

contract. 

* * *

-----
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